Drexel University
OLC - Emerging Technologies Meeting
Friday, 15, 2019
Via Zoom
11:00am – 12:00pm

Meeting Minutes

In Attendance
Ciobanescu, Irina
Cockerell, Matthew
Cornelius, Fran
Gallagher Gordon, Mary
Galloway, Michael
Kollar, Ian
Reid, Kristian
Riccio, Patricia
Shelmet, Michael
Siftar, Tim

Absent
Earth, Steve
Gould, John

New Business

• Legal Issues with Recording Demos
  o What is the legality of recording demos?
    ▪ Intellectual Property
  o Photo releases
    ▪ Drexel has standard photo release form template to be used for both
      Drexel and non-Drexel individuals/vendors
    ▪ If individuals/vendors use graphics in demos or presentations, they must
      be copyright compliant
    ▪ Photo releases are needed if demos will be made publicly viewable online
    ▪ CCI had a copy of photo release and developed a template – Mike G. has
      access to past releases
  o Blackboard Learn
    ▪ All OLC Emerging Tech Committee members have “instructor” access
    ▪ Kristian’s team handles creation and redevelopment for online courses
    ▪ Use of PowerPoint within courses – check with copyright clearance
      section in library (Katherine Fisher)

• Future Demos
  o Scheduling/hosting meetings
- Third Tuesday of the month
- Oct-Nov and Jan-Mar are best months for demos (highest turnout)
- 15-minute presentation of each technology before Senate Faculty meetings
- DUO and library staff will record these demos
- Mike will line up vendors, record their demos, and push out monthly schedule – utilize this option throughout summer months if operating on academic calendar
  - Are these presentations linear or collaborative?
    - Have a tech “try out” table – obtain items from tech lending library
    - DUO is sponsor for tech lending library
  - UPick 5 has been rescheduled for March 19
  - Upcoming demo will be on March 19 before/during Senate Faculty meeting

Other Business
- New technology – OWL
  - Video component for online conferencing
  - This can be showcased as emerging technology at a future demo
  - Benefit of using OWL is the device can face each person while they are speaking; however, not fully tested in large-scale audiences
    - Could this technology be used at Faculty Senate meetings?